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l. INTRODUCTION 
Strongly regular graphs first arose in connection with the design of 
experiments. In fact, they may be seen as association schemes with two 
association classes of partially balanced incomplete block designs (BosE [1 ]). 
So the theory of strongly regular graphs includes the theory of orthogonal 
latin squares (BRUCK [2]). The question of existence and uniqueness of 
strongly regular graphs with given parameters is far from being settled, 
although important progress was made in recent years. 
For general graphs the importance of the spectrum of the adjacency 
matrix has been stressed (COLLATZ and SINOGOWITZ [5] and HOFFMAN [9]). 
Although in a number of cases it was proved that the eigenvalues determine 
the graph uniquely (HOFFMAN [10], HOFFMAN and RAY-CHAUDHURI 
[11], [12], HoFFMAN and SINGLETON [I3]), in some other cases this is 
true only if certain values of the parameters are excluded. Thus, the 
L 2-designs with n2 points are uniquely determined by their parameters 
if n =1= 4; if n=4 there is one exception (SHRIKHANDE [I5]). Again, the 
triangular designs with in(n-I) points are uniquely determined by their 
parameters unless n = 8, and then there are exactly three exceptions 
(CHANG [3], [4], and HOFFMAN [7], [8]). 
It is customary to define the adjacency matrix of a graph as a (0, I)-
matrix. However, for undirected graphs without loops and without multiple 
edges there seems to be some advantage in introducing a (0, -I, I)-
adjacency matrix consisting of the integers 0 on the diagonal, -I for 
adjacent and I for nonadjacent pairs of points. By using such matrices, 
which geometrically may be considered as Gram matrices (cf. [I4]), we 
are able to arrange in a natural way the graphs of any given order into 
equivalence classes. Yet it occurs, already for graphs of order 8, that 
different equivalence classes of graphs have the same eigenvalues. But 
the exceptional cases mentioned in the preceding paragraph are shown 
here to be equivalent to the corresponding L 2- and triangular designs 
respectively. 
The present paper first gives a self-contained general discussion on 
strongly regular graphs in terms of the eigenvalues of the (0, -I, I)-
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adjacency matrix and their multiplicities. Results of CoNNOR and 
CLATWORTHY [6] are refound without the use of point-block incidence 
matrices. Specializing to the case of only two eigenvalues - 3 and 2s + 1, 
we prove the existence and uniqueness upon equivalence if and only if 
s=O, I, 2, 4. By referring to the results of VAN LINT and SEIDEL [14] 
the reader will see the geometric significance of these special graphs in 
terms of the theory of polytopes. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
All graphs here considered are undirected graphs of finite order v without 
loops and without multiple edges. Any such graph is described by the 
pair {V, A} of the set V of its vertices and the symmetric matrix A of 
order v with elements A(x, y) = -1 if x E V and y E V are adjacent, 
A(x, y) = 1 if x and y are nonadjacent, A(x, x) = 0 for all x E V. 
On any graph {V, A} the operation of complementation with respect 
to x E V is defined as follows. Cancel all existing adjacencies for x and 
add all nonexisting adjacencies for x. The effect on the adjacency matrix A 
is that the row and the column corresponding to x are multiplied by - l. 
Complementation with respect to the points of any given set V generates 
an equivalence relation on the set of all graphs on V. The reader is referred 
to [14] for tables of the equivalence classes of graphs on the set V of 
v elements, v=2, ... , 7. 
The graph {V, A} is called regular iffor i = 1, 2 there exists an integer nt 
such that 
Vy E V ([{x: x E V; A(x, y) = ( -1)i}[ =n.t) 
holds; that is, if each point is adjacent to n1 other points and nonadjacent 
to n2 other points. The graph {V, A} is called strongly regular if it is 
not void and not complete and if for every h, i, j = 1, 2 there exists an 
integer p~ such that 
Vy E V Vz E V ((A(y, z)=( -1)h) ==> 
([{x:xE V; A(x,y)=(-I)i; A(x,z)=(-I)i}[=p~)) 
holds; that is, if for any pair of adjacent points y and z the numbers 
of points x, adjacent to y and z, nonadjacent to y and z, adjacent to 
y and nonadjacent to z, nonadjacent toy and adjacent to z, are constants 
pl1, p~2, Pl2, P~v and analogously for any pair of nonadjacent points 
y and z. Obviously, any strong regular graph is regular with 
Square matrices whose elements are all equal to I are denoted by J; 
unit matrices are denoted by I and vectors consisting solely of elements 
I by j. 
13 Series A 
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3. EIGENVALUES 
Let {V, A} be a strongly regular graph. Define real numbers eo, (21. (22 by 
eo=n2-n1; (21 +e2= 2(p~2-P~2); -e1e2= 1 + 2(p~2+P~2); f21>f22· 
The parameters nt and p~ of {V, A} are expressed in eo,f21,f22 as follows: 
2n1 = v- 1 -eo; 2n2 = v- 1 +eo; 
4p~1 = 2(v- 3-eo)- (el-1)(1-e2); 4p~2=4p~l = (g1-1)(1-e2); 
4p~2 = 2(v-1 +eo)- (g1-1)(1-e2); 4p~1 = 2(v-1-eo)- (el + 1)( -1-e2); 
In terms of A the condition of regularity reads 
AJ =eoJ; eo= v-1 (mod 2); 1-v<eo<v-1. 
(For eo=v-1 we have A =J -1, the void graph. For eo= 1-v we have 
A=l -J, the complete graph. These graphs are excluded, because they 
are not strongly regular.) 
In addition from the definition of strong regularity it follows that A 
satisfies 
Combination with AJ = eoJ yields the following necessary condition for 
strong regularity: 
(eo- f!I)(eo- e2) = v(v -1 + f2lf22). 
We now prove that go, (21 and (22 are the only eigenvalues of A. In the 
case v- 1 + (21(22 = 0 we conclude from (A- (21l)(A- e2l) = 0 that A has 
only two distinct eigenvalues (21 and f22· Now suppose v-1+(21(22#0, then 
J is a linear combination of A2, A and I. Hence these four matrices are 
simultaneously diagonalizable. J has eigenvalues v and 0 with multiplicities 
1 and v-1, respectively. The vector j is an eigenvector of J belonging 
to the eigenvalue v, and of A belonging to the eigenvalue eo. Hence eo 
has multiplicity 1, and (21 and (22, both # eo, are the only other eigenvalues 
of A. This proves the assertion. 
For the multiplicities Vi of the eigenvalues flt it follows in the case of 
three distinct eigenvalues from 'Ill+ '112 = v- 1 and tr A =eo+ V!f21 + '112(22 = 0 
that 
If 111 # 112 then (21- (22 is rational hence an even integer; we conclude 
in this case that (21 and (22 are odd integers of different signs. If 111 = 112 
then (21 + e2 even and 1 - v <eo< v- 1 imply eo= 0 and e1 = - e2 = Vv. The 
case of only two distinct eigenvalues may be treated similarly. Thus the 
following theorem is proved. 
IDI 
Theorem. Strongly regular graphs of order v have either 3 or 2 
distinct eigenvalues: 
In the first case one of these, eo say, has multiplicity vo= I, whereas 
for the others e1, e2 and their multiplicities v1, v2 the following relations hold: 
(eo- e1Heo- e2) = v( v- I + e1e2); 
2eo+ (v-I)(e1 +e2) + (v1-v2)(e1-e2) = 0; 
e1 and e2 are odd integers of different signs unless eo=O, e1= -g2=Jiv. 
In the second case the eigenvalues e1, e2 and their multiplicities satisfy 
e1, e2 are odd integers of different signs. 
We close this section with some remarks on the separate cases 
distinguished in the theorem. 
3.1. Graphs with eo=O, e1= -e2=Vv 
For this case, where it easily follows that 
v1 =V2=n1 =n2= -!(v-I); Pl1 =p~2 = !(v- 5); Pl2 =p~2 = !(v-I), 
we summarize some results, referring to [I4]. Necessary conditions for 
the existence are v _I (mod 4) and v=a2+b2, a and b integers. The 
existence is known 1) for v=p"' ==I (mod 4), p prime. If A is the matrix 
of any graph with the given eigenvalues, then for 
( 0 "') B= i ~ we have B2=vl. 
The graph on v + I vertices with matrix B is not equivalent to a regular 
graph if vis not a square. However, the well-known Petersen graph on 
IO vertices, whose matrix satisfies B2= 91, is regular and hence strongly 
regular. It would be interesting to know whether any graph of order 
v + I with matrix B satisfying B2 =vi is equivalent to a strongly regular 
graph if v is a square. 
3.2. Graphs with eo, e1, e2; e1 and e2 odd integers 
A number of cases has been treated in the literature. We mention 
some of them. 
An L2 graph is defined as the line graph of the complete bipartite 
graph on n+n vertices. It consists of n2 vertices QM, (h, i= I, ... , n), 
1) In addition to the references cited in [14] we refer to the LJ.graphs in P. ERDOS 
and A. RENYI, Asymmetric graphs, Acta Math. Acad. Sci. Hungar., 14, 295-315 
(1963). 
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with Qhi and QJk adjacent if h = j and if i = k. Any L2 graph with n > 2 
is strongly regular with eigenvalues 
eo=(n-I)(n-3), e1=3, e2=3-2n. 
It is uniquely determined by these eigenvalues for all n =/= 4. This follows 
from the characterization of the L 2 association scheme for n =1= 4 by the 
eigenvalues of its (0, I)-adjacency matrix (SHRIKHANDE [I5]). 
An Lr graph (=finite net) may be defined by superimposing r- 2 
orthogonal latin squares of side non the L2 graph on n2 vertices (BosE [I], 
BRUCK [2]). For n;> r;> 2 any Lr graph is strongly regular with eigenvalues 
eo=(n-I)(n-2r+I), el=2r-I, e2= -I-2(n-r). 
A triangular graph is defined as the line graph of the complete graph 
on n vertices. It consists of t n( n- I) vertices Phi, h > i; (h, i = I, ... , n), 
with Phi and PJk adjacent whenever their index pairs have one index 
in common. Any triangular graph with n > 4 is strongly regular with 
eigenvalues 
eo=t(n-2)(n-7), e1=3, e2=7-2n. 
It is uniquely determined by these eigenvalues for all n =1= 8. This follows 
from the characterization of the triangular association scheme for n =1= 8 
by the eigenvalues of its (0, I)-adjacency matrix (HOFFMAN [7] and others). 
3.3. Graphs with e1 = I or e2 = - 1. 
Graphs with e1 =I are readily investigated. Indeed, from 
(eo-I)(eo-e2)=v(v-I +e2); eo> I-v 
it follows that 
It follows that these graphs, which we call ladder graphs ( = group 
divisible association schemes), consist of a number of mutually non-
connected complete subgraphs of order t (I-e2). They exist for all eo and e2 
for which eo- e2 is divisible by t (I- e2). Graphs with e2 = -I are treated 
similarly. 
4. GRAPHS WITH TWO EIGENVALUES, e1=2s+I,e2=-3 
Let {V, A} be a graph whose matrix A has only two distinct eigenvalues 
e1 = 2s +I, e2 =- 3, s integer, with multiplicities v1 and v2. We then have 
V=V1 +v2; (2s+ I)v1- 3v2= 0; (A- (2s+ I)l)(A +31)=0. 
By complementation with respect to suitable elements we obtain from 
A the matrix ( ~ - j') 
-J B ' 
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which still satisfies the matrix equation. Hence the symmetric matrix B 
of order v- 1 satisfies 
BJ=2(8-1)J, (B-(28+1)l)(B+3l)+J=0, 
and furthermore v = 68 + 4. This last equation, together with the conditions 
for the multiplicities, admits for 8 only the possibilities 0, 1, 2, 4 and 10. 
For 8=0 the matrix B, and hence A, belongs to a complete graph. For 
8 > 0 the equations for B imply that B is the matrix of a strongly regular 
graph with 
( 1 ) _ ( 1 28) ( 2 ) _ (8 + 1 8 + 1) Pii - 28 28 ' Pii - 8 + 1 38- 2 · 
The first element 1 of Vis adjacent to all other elements. Now arrange 
these in such a way that 2, 3, 4 are mutually adjacent, that 2 is only 
adjacent to 5, ... , 28+4, that 3 is only adjacent to 28+5, ... , 48+4, 
and 4 only to 48+5, ... , 68+4. Furthermore, arrange the 28 elements 
of each of these three groups in such a way that their diagonal blocks, 
each containing - 1 exactly once in every row and column, are 
(J- I J-21) J-21 J-1. 
Then, for some matrix Aij of order 8, 
is the intersection of the rows from group i and the columns of group j, 
with i =1= j; i, j = 1, 2, 3. Indeed, this follows by consideration of the pairs 
of rows from group i and the pairs of columns of group j that differ 
in index by 8. Thus, the whole matrix attains the following form: 
0 -j' -j' -j' -j' -j' -j' 
0 -j' -j' j' j' j' j' 
0 j' j' -j' -j' j' j' 
0 j' j' j' ., J -j' ., -J 
-j -j j j J-1 J-21 A12 -A12 A1a -A1a 
-j -j j j J-21 J-1 -A12 A12 -A1a A1a 
-j j -j j A21 -A21 J-1 J-21 A2a -A2a 
-j j -j j -A21 A21 J-21 J-1 -A2a A2a 
-j j j -j Aa1 -Aal Aa2 -Aa2 J-1 J-21 
-j j j -j -Aa1 Aa1 -Aa2 As2 J-21 j-1 
This matrix still satisfies the original equation 
A2=2(8-1)A +3(28+ 1)1. 
We apply this relation to the rows and columns which intersect Ill 
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any block J- i, and to those which intersect in any block AM. Then for 
every permutation h, i, j of 1, 2, 3 it follows that 
AhiAih+AMAih=281 and AhiAii=(8-2)AM. 
For 8 = 1 the only solution is 
A12=A23=A31= -l. 
For 8 = 2 the equations are solved by 
Al2=A23=A31= (- ~ - D' 
whereas any other solution yields a matrix A which is equivalent to 
the matrix obtained by substitution of this solution. 
For 8 =1= 2 it follows by use of 
(8- 2)A12A21 = A13A32A21 = (8- 2)A13A31 
that Aii are Hadamard matrices of order 8. This proves the impossibility 
for 8= 10. In the only remaining case 8=4 we have as solutions 
(-1 1 1 1) (1 -1 -1 -1) (1 1 1 1) 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 A 12 = 1 1 -1 1 ' A 23 = 1 1 -1 1 ' A 31 = 1 -1 1 -1 . 
\ 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
Substituting these matrices we again obtain a matrix A which is unique 
upon equivalence. Indeed, by interchanging rows and columns within 
group 1 and within group 2 we are able to make A12 =J- 21. Then A1a 
has an even number of elements -1 in each column. Hence A13 may be 
given the form indicated above by interchanges within group 3. Then 
also A23 has the desired form. 
Finally we observe that the following graphs have two eigenvalues 
e1 = 28 + 1 and e2 = - 3: the Petersen graph with e1 = 3, e2 = - 3; the 
complement of the L2 graph for n = 4 with e1 = 5, e2 = - 3; the complement 
of the triangular graph for n = 8 with e1 = 9, e2 = - 3. Thus, by taking 
complements we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem. Graphs with two eigenvalues 3 and -1-28 only exist 
for 8 = 0, 1, 2, 4. Any such graph is equivalent to a strongly regular graph: 
for 8 = 0 to the L2 graph on 4 vertices; 
for 8= 1 to the Petersen graph on 10 vertices; 
for 8 = 2 to the L 2 graph on 16 vertices; 
for 8 = 4 to the triangular graph on 28 vertices. 
We close with some remarks which relate this theorem to known results.!) 
1) The author is indebted to F. C. Bussemaker for his elaborate assistance, 
both by hand and by computer. His analyses have established some of the equi-
valences before they had been proved, thus encouraging the author. 
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4.1. The exception to L2 graphs 
SHRIKHANDE [I5] proved that there is only one graph with eigenvalues 
3 and -5 which is not an L2 graph. This exception, due to D. M. Mesner, 
is the complement of the La graph on I6 vertices consisting of a latin 
square of side 4 to which no latin square of side 4 is orthogonal. By our 
theorem this exceptional graph is equivalent to the L2 graph on I6 vertices. 
This maybe seen directly by complementation of this graph (cf. [15], p. 797) 
with respect to the elements I, 2, ... , 8. Indeed, all L3 graphs on I6 vertices 
are equivalent. 
4.2. The exceptions to triangular graphs 
CHANG [ 4] lists three graphs on 28 vertices with eigenvalues 3 and - 9 
which are not triangular and proves that these are the only exceptions. 
By our theorem these graphs are equivalent to the triangular graph on 
28 vertices. This may be seen directly by complementation with respect 
to the following elements in Chang's graphs: in graph I complementation 
with respect to I, I6, 2I, 26; in graph II with respect to 2, 7, 8, 9, I9, 
20, 2I, 22; in graph III with respect to 1, 2, 4, 10, I2, I5, I7, 2I, 22, 23, 
27, 28. 
Deptm. of Mathematics, 
Technological University, Eindhoven. 
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